
AUTO GLASS BUSINESS PLAN

Path to Starting Your New Auto Glass Replacement Business Before developing an extremely robust plan that accounts
for every contingency, take a step.

Note that in order to properly fix chips, several steps must be followed to make sure the best service is
provided. Starting with preparation, you will need to clean the surface of the damaged area of loose glass
shards. If you use, or plan to use, a professional accountant to file your taxes they can provide you with a chart
of accounts. Create sales goals and a realistic budget based on the marketing strategy and profit projections
outlined in your business plan. Also note that curing light plays an important role in repair quality and time.
Create a logo for your business. You'll want to conduct a comprehensive due diligence process , but here are
three arguments why you should think about buying instead of a startup. Also note that vendors can filter your
lists to likely buyers, reducing mailing costs and increasing the impact of your direct mail campaigns. A
website is recommended and does not need to be expensive. Maintains traffic rules and regulations at all
times. Thinking about opening an auto glass replacement and repair business? Look for online companies that
provide the tools and supplies needed to repair windshield chips and cracks and provide videos showing how
to carry out the repairs. Attend a Delta Kits training class. Ensures that the windshield repair business is
formally introduced to auto dealer shops and car lots in order to increase the awareness of the brand. Owners,
managers and employees should be ready to share successes and positive examples with both regular visitors
and potential customers. In charge of ensuring that all the necessary logistics are duly taken care of. Creating a
business plan will help you determine your objectives, set realistic goals and help keep you focused on
reaching your objectives and goals. The sales projections we obtained was based on certain assumptions and
reliable data gathered from similar start-ups such as ours and even established businesses as well here in
Anchorage â€” Alaska. Register your business name with your state corporations division. Find out a lot about
the capabilities of the system, the support the company is going to offer you, the quality of the product you are
going to be using, and preference. Note that steps can be done anytime within your business startup process.
Crack repair deserves a little more attention. Talk to People Who Are Already in the Business If you are
seriously contemplating launching an auto glass replacement and repair business, it's essential that you learn
from folks who are already in business. Startup business owners need to be versed in the nuances of repairing
and installing windshields. However, our optimism stemmed from the fact that we took a critical look at the
industry in order to determine our sales forecast. Most companies now offer online trainings and a windshield
repairs certification course. Strategic Alliances for Auto Glass Repair Success The auto glass repair industry is
based on strategic relationships between repair companies and insurance companies. We suggest that you look
for a software that will help you enter orders as quickly as possible, is able invoice both customers and
insurance companies, and is accessible anywhere you are performing a repair. However, because we would
not be able to lower our rates any further when charging our customers, in order to increase awareness for our
business and attract more customers to patronize our services, we would offer other little services in addition
to our core service. How to Find Start-Up Capital Conversation Board Did this article answer your questions
about how to open an auto glass replacement and repair business? Should there be a change whatsoever in
these assumptions, it would cause an increase or decrease in the sales projected figures. Lastly, if the crack is a
stress crack, meaning that it developed without an external break, then either the windshield is defective or the
car frame has somehow warped that an abnormal stress pattern is exerted on the windshield. Buy
high-visibility clothing to wear when you carry out roadside repairs. The factors that we know would make us
achieve our sustainability and expansion strategies are; retaining the loyalty of our clients, re-investing back
into our business, engaging in publicity, and also building a solid business structure. Windshield Repair
Business Plan â€” SWOT Analysis Due to our aim of ensuring that we build a business that is standard and
has a solid structure, we engaged the services of a reputable consulting firm here in Anchorage â€” Alaska to
look through our business concept and determine how likely we were to make it in this industry and also
compete against our competitors favorably. Leading franchisors offer the support and resources that are often
lacking in startups. It is best for customers to enter from the main street through a wide drive, and exit on an
alley, or side street. We will be engaging the services of a marketing consultant who has a thorough
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knowledge of the market as well as the environment we are located in to help us create marketing strategies
that would generate the needed revenue that would grow and boost our business. Administrative Manager
Ensures that all the administrative functions of the organization functions smoothly. Cleaner Ensures that the
premises is kept clean at all times. When you're shopping for an auto glass replacement and repair business, be
sure to look for ones that have all of the necessary processes and systems to ensure seamless operations from
your first day of ownership. We've provided the link below to help you get a list of local competitors in your
area. In order to get a feel of the type of location you are looking for, consider the circumstances that cause
people to repair their cars. Anchorage â€” Alaska might be a cold place to do business but it is also a lucrative
area as well and we are well positioned to penetrate the market.


